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OESCRIS E THE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL (IF KNOWN) PHYSICAL APPE/\RANCE 

Broughton Hospital Main Building is a 'large eclectic red brick building which 
sprawls on a hilltop south of Morganton. It was described as being three miles from 
tmm when built (1877-1886), but the town has extended around the expansive hospital 
grounds. The central and highest portion of the complex main building has four stories 
which rest on a semi-raised b~sement. The high mansard roof is dominated by a iarge, 
tall dome with tall, narrow windows and elegant cresting. The main block is rectangular 
in shape, twelve bays deep and three wide. It faces northwest with three stages of 
wings flanking the main block which fall back in a stepped fashion to form a wide, 
shallow "UH shape, creating a rear courtyard. The wings are long, three-and-a-half
st~ry buildings, also set on partially raised basements. Perpendicular ~vings break the 
vis'ual expanse of such a large building; a final wing terminates each end of the com
position. Cupolas of various shapes and sizes corrnnand the cross gables which mark the 
junctions of the various wings. Visually there are seven wings and cross ~vings on each 
side of the main block. In addition to a large, gable roof, three-story wing which 
abuts the rear of the main block and is almost as tall as the main block, there are two 
nearly free-standing wings which have small connectors to the rear of the second stages 
of the main facade wings. These rear wings are also th~ee stories on raised basements 
and' are treated iLl the same manner stylistically as the rest of the main building. 

Gable dormers v7ith semi-circular windows are used extensively along the front 
and rear of the building complex to add interest to the long expanses of roofline. 
The facades of the wings are broken by the use of both projecting pedimented gables 
and three-faced bays with corresponding roofs. All windows; except those at the fourth 
level, are surmounted by masonry keystone arches which are painted 'white and appear 
from a distance to be hoods above the windows. Most of the window sash has been 
replaced. Quoining is used at ~ost perpendicular corners throughout and a wide but 
simple molded cornice adorns all of the wings. 

The central block is set off from the wings by its more elaborate detail. Its 
similar but heavier cornice is ornamented with large, carved, undercut modillions. TILe 
classically treated, three-bay main facade of the main block has a large, projecting 
central pavilion, -three levels of '\vhich are treated as a portico. The entrance is 
flanked by paired Roman Doric columns set on pedestals, behind 'which paired pilasters 
of the same order divide the 'projecting entrance into five small bays or segments. 
The colualns and pilasters support a full entablature with undercut modillions. The 
second stage repeats the first except for the use of Corinthian columns. The third 
stage has paired urns instead of collli~ns and Corinthian pilasters support a pedinlent. 
The elaborate entrance treat~ent is all painted vlhite and a large, palladian dormer 
pierces the roof of the entrance projection. Tall, heavy metal lamps light the ston2 
entrance steps. 

Because the building remains a 'iV'orking mental hospital, little of the interior 
Has 2ccessible and it is \.lell doclEnented that the building has had many interior 
reno'J'ations in its history. The main entrance retains a huge, Eastlake style, eight-· 
panel, double door. Set in the terraz~ floor of the entrance hall is the Great Seal 
of '};orth Carolina vlith radiating black and Hhite bands forming concentric circles. A 
double stair originates near the front door and curves gracefully ~oward the second 
floor main entrance. Beginning with an initial volute surmounted by small brass urns, 
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stair balustrade has a heavy but intricate metal baluster treatment 
small, molded handrail. The balcony area formed between the two 

stairs by a continuation of the balustrades. The first floor hall entrance 
is beneath the balcony and is flanked by carved consolle supporting a dentil cornice. 
Other doors opening from the entrance hall have pedirnented overdoors resting on 
cushion friezes. Over the main entrance, at the second level, is a large stained glass 
window with the State Seal in its center 

Offices open off the first and second floor halls. A few of furniture in 
the second floor hall are said to be original to the building.. They appear to date 
from the late nineteenth Also on one of the second floor hall walls is a 

bird's eye view of the main building complex said to have been painted by a 
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is a , imposing brick building across a hilltop 
site. building with its eclectic classically derived ornament and dramatic 
mansard roof one of the few major late nineteenth century institutional buildings 
still in use in the state. It was designed by Philadelphia Samuel Sloan 
built the years 1875-1886 as the Western North Carolina Insane Asylum Its 
construction a major investment by the state in the expansion of treatment 
of the insane, intended to provide needed facilities in addition to the over-crowded 
institution for the insane (now Dorothea Dix) built in Raleigh in the l850s. Unlike 
the Raleigh building, the exterior of the main building of Broughton retains essentially 
its original appearance; it is an important monument to the,socialhistory.of the state. 

North Carolina was slow to take up th~ idea of state supported institutional care 
insane. Of the original thirteen states, only Delaware was later than North 

Carolina in establishing an insane a,symtUll Sentiment existed for an asylum as early 
as 1828, and in 1842 Governor John Hotley Morehead proposed the establishement of an 

to the General only to be turned do'Vm. It took the fortuitous inter-
vention of Dorothea Dix to establish such an institution. TIle humanitarian reformer 
had by 1848 already spent years reforming the treatment of the insane, the handicapped, 
and the In 1848 she her attention to North Carolina. She spent ten 

· 'weeks data on the treatment of the insane in the state, and determined that 
about 1 000 insane lay untreated in North Carolina's jails and homes. She 
wrote a memorial to the General Assembly, an impassioned plea "on the behalf of the 
insane. She to the legislators' humanitarianism ,and to their state pride, 
and she pointed out the economic advantages of treating the insane and sending them 
back into society. The legislature, particularly the Democrats, remained skeptical, 
until Miss Dix enlisted the aid of popular Democrat James C. Dobbin of Cumberland 
County. Under Dobbin's leadership, the bill yas passed 91-10. The insane asylum was 
built in Raleigh and opened in April of 1856. 

Within t1;vO decades, hmvever, the asylum was badly overcrowded.. In a report to 
the legislature on October 1, l87~ the commissioners complained that the "melancholy 
list of applications refused for ,·;ant of room lengthens to hundreds .. " They reported ._ 
that 196 people ~ad been turned down f~r lack of space and requested immediate 
enlargement of the Raleigh facilities. The General Assembly heeded the pleas of the 
~aleigh asylum, but decided not to enlarge the existine facilities. On ~~rch 20, 1875, 
claiming that "the only Asylum for the insane of North Carolina, for the cure, comfort, 
and care of her insane is insufficient for the accomodation of all this afflicted 
class," the General Assembly passed a bill providinr; for the establjshement of a ser:ond 
asyl~m, to be located in the western half of the state. Statesville, Hickory, Asheville 
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visited as sites the instittition, 

Much of the for in must go to Samuel McDowell 
Ta ,a member of ,the North Carolina House of Representatives Finance Committee, a 
'War hero, and ial businessman in and around his home community of Horganton. 

\.]orked ar behind the scenes on behalf of his home town W .. S .. Pearson, 
to be a member of the Asylum's Board of Direc tors \¥Tote that Tate ucarried to 

most dexterous managment the which. founded and sustained 
years that noblest of ~ll charities, the superb Hospital for the 

Insane at his own home in Morganton." 

A commission was established to purchase land, select an architect
3 

and begin 
construct $50,000 'tv-as appropriated for 1875, and $25,000 for 1876. The 
committee chose its architect with extreme .,seriousness. It corresponded with a 
number of superintendents on the question and found one name ly 

A typical response came from Thomas Kirkbride, superintendent of the 
Hospital for the Insane, in Philadelphia, \"ho ans\..rered "I have no 

hesitation in. recommending to you .Hr. Samuel Sloan. He is more practically 
familiar with all the details of hospital architectgre than anyone else I know of." 
Sloan was chosen to be the arch::ttect of the asylum. ' . 

; , one of America's foremost architects, did indeed have considerable 
building hospitals and other public institutions. His first job w~s a 

at Philadelphia's Eastern State ; his first independent design 
was the courthouse and jail in Media, Pennsylvania, in 1849. During the l850s he 
d eighty residences, four jails, six court houses, eighteen public schools, 
three schools, five hospitals for the insane, thirteen Protestant churches, 
and fifteen cormnercial buildings His first work in North Carolina ,.,as evidently the 
two churches he designed in Wilmington in 1859 and 1860 Still based Pennsylvania, 
in 1864 he took Addison Hutton as a partner and concentrated his efforts on hospitals, 
churches, and commercial buildings In North Carolina he des·igned in addition to the 
Western State Asylum, a school in New Hern, the Executive Mans~on Memorial Hall at 
the University of North Carolina, and is said to have reP.1odeled the asylum in Raleigh 7 
He moved to Raleigh in 1882, where he died on July 19, 1894, at the age of sixty-eight 

~.;J 

In addition to Sloan, the committee decided on JaP.1es t'ialker, of Hilmington, as 
the master builder; at a fee of five dollars per day. (Halker had been contractor on 
Sloan's First Presbyterian Church in Wilmington.) Sloan was paid $3,000 for his 
services. Sloan quickly visited Morganton, and selected a site. The commission 
proceeded to purchase 123 a§res from I. D. F~ree, 67 acres from C. A. Shuping, and 
61 acres from J. H. Hilson. 
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Sloan had a very clear idea of what he \l1anted, as reflected in the meticulous 
of for the hospital He that the building would be 918 feet 

rooms 
hot 

dumb waiters would be constructed "in the best manner of Murtagh Patent;" the 
at the and rear center of the building would be connected to bath 

demanded Peach Bottom slate for the roof, English Portland 
walls terra cotta pipe for the underground drainage syste~, 

range and iron-enameled hoppers for the water clos~t. He 
to go through the basement to the kitchen and the laundry 

construction of thegheating and ventilation system the plumbing, 
heaters, even the kitchen sink. 

Convic t labor 't'Jas used to make bricks in the summer of 1875, as provided for by 
the General , but the ar proved highly unsatisfactory The commission 

that the convicts in bad condition, many of them sick. • .and many 
of them with but a short interval remaining before the expiration of their terms of 
service. For the most part they are represented to have been worth but little." 

convict died of disease within a week of his arrival at the construction site. 
of the on the other han~O complained that a number of 

and that control had been lax. 

this problem the commissioners \vere pleased \<7i th the progress of the 
wi th Sloan and '~alker, while Sloan advised 

he took "pleasure in reporting very favorably upon the work 
conforms in every particular with the plans originally adopted." 

The commission asserted that it needed $75,000 in each of the next tlvO years, 1877 and 
1878 to finish the and reminded the legislature of the economic reasons for 

shows that the majority of those attacked by 
curable, if treated-within the first twelve months of invasion.. But 
fix itself upoq the physical constitution, hope departs,' and the State has no longer a 
tax payer and useful citizen returned to her bosom'l~ut she must, for, the rest 
of life sustain a annually more helpless tt . 

However the legislature only appropriated $30,000 per annum for 1877 and 1878. 12 

This began a struggle for money that would continue for several years. The commissioners 
complained of the 1m" approp~iation and warned the General Assemhly that "Any great 
d in the further prosecution of this work can only entail greater expense on the 
State, in the damage that will inevitably, follow to that which has been accomplished 

Delay will destroy much of the vigor with which the work could be, push~d forward 
to the ~~int at whi~h it would stand as one of the most beneficent charities of thin 
state." 

The General Assembly only appropriated $25,000 per annum for 1879 nnd 1880. 14 

Times were hard, and there was some sentiment in the legislature that it hRd acted 
too hastily in providing for a new asylum. A Senate amendment to divert the entire 

I 
! 
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the western asylum to the older asylum in was defeated 
The money allocated was insufficient to finish construction. Sloan 

continued to be satisfied with the quality of work, at one point asserting that its ,,16 
brick work was in the United States both in to quality and cost. 
However, by the end of 1879 construction had come to a halt for lack of money. At 
this time Governor Thomas Jarvis threw his influence solidly behind the completion of 
the wes tern asylum. William S. Pearson, a member of the board of commissioners, ,'rrote 
Jarvis in ea 1879 that, with sufficient allocations, the main wing could be com-

in 1880. Jarvis answered that he thought it n('vise to have a portion of the 
building the reception of patients as soon as it can be done" lest everyone 
lose interest. With this in mind Jarvis asked the special session of the legislature 
in March l8~9 for an emergency $10,000 to continue construction His request was 
turned down 

January 5, 1881, Jarvis addressed the legislature, and reminded them of their 
of the asylum, 

There is scarcely a week that I do not have a painful appeal. .begging 
··for the admission of a or relative into the asylum. The obli-

to provide for the safety, comfort~ and proper treatment of these' 
unfortunate people is so weighty that nothing can excuse its neglect. I 
beg that you will make a sufficient appropiation to complete at once the 
wing and main building of the asylum .... so that it can be occupied by 

insane not nowiurovided for, who are the objects of the charity and 
care of the state. ' 

Jarvis requested $100,000 for the asylum. His appeal vlaS successful this time, for 
the legislature allotted $40,000 per annum for 1881 and 1882, with an additional 
$20,000 to be used to equip the asylum after its constructf~n was complete.. The 
hospital was incorporated, with a board of nine directors. 

The main 'Wing 'vas completed in December of 1882. The next several months vlere 
spent' furnishing the hopsital. The first prttient was admitted Harch 29, 1883, eight 
years after the initial funding. During the first two years over 2520patients were 
receiveJ at the hospital, most of them being transfers from Raleigh. The hospital 
immediately complained to the legislature that there was not enough space to segregate 
the sexes Therefore, $40,000 per annum for 1883 and .1884 \vas appropriated to Einish--
2TI additional wing. This wing, the north wing, was completed October 1, 1886, providing 
space [or an additional 150 patients. This ",ing vlas designed by A. G. Bauer, Vlho had 
bl~en Sloan's assistant at the Governor'~lHansion in Raleigh, and \/ho designed the state 
school for the deaf, also in Morganton. 
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In 1890 Western North Carolina Insane Asylum was changed from an 
to demons its transition from simply an institution to 

insane, to an institution designed to treat the insane.' In the name 
to Broughton Hospital, in honor of former governor Broughton. 

by Samuel Sloan in 1875 is still used as the main building 
Its interior has been changed to suit changing needs The 

expanded in the twentieth cent~~y, taking its place as a 
for the treatment. of the insane. 
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